
Jacob Tal, the preeminent authori-
ty on motion control, will conduct
his in-person motion control semi-
nars this Spring. Both the half-day
“basic” seminar and full-day “advanc-
ed seminar” will be offered in the
Silicon Valley and Boston. In addi-
tion, Galil’s two-day “product work-
shop” will be held at Galil headquar-
ters in Rocklin, California. Course
summaries, pricing and locations
are detailed below:

� Motion Control Made Easy
Half-day (4 hours)  $79

This is a basic introduction on how
to successfully implement motion
control systems. Subjects include
selecting system elements, servo tun-
ing, programming and application
examples. Also available on video
and as a web-based training course.

Monday March 19, 2001  Santa Clara, CA
Monday April 2, 2001  Marlborough, MA

� Advanced Motion Control
Full-day  $150

Attendees will gain in-depth, ad-
vanced knowledge of motion con-

trol systems to ensure outstanding
controller performance. Topics such 
as dual-loop control, notch filter, and
tension control will be presented.
Completion of the “basic” course is
required.

Tuesday March 20, 2001  Santa Clara, CA
Tuesday April 3, 2001  Marlborough, MA

� Product Workshop
Two-days   $250

Users of Galil motion controllers
will gain detailed understanding
about connecting system elements,
tuning, motion programming and
trouble-shooting. They will have the
opportunity to test their application
on actual hardware and review it
with Galil specialists. Attendees
must have purchased and/or used
a Galil controller.

Thursday and Friday,
January 25 & 26, 2001  Rocklin,CA

Thursday and Friday,
March 22 & 23, 2001  Rocklin, CA

Over 10,000 engineers have at-
tended Jacob’s seminars to gain and
expand their motion control knowl-
edge–and to be more productive.
Your complete satisfaction is guaran-
teed or your money back. Call Galil
today at 800-377-6329 to reserve your
seat or register on-line at www.galilmc.
com/training/seminars.html. Hurry!
Enrollment is limited. If a live seminar
isn’t held near you, the half-day semi-
nar is available on video or as a web-
based training course.

Jacob Tal Set For Springtime Motion Control
Seminars in Silicon Valley and Boston
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2001 Motion Control
Catalog Now Available

Galil has recently completed
drivers for the Linux operating sys-
tem and has made them available
for free. These drivers are available
for ISA, PCI, RS232 and Ethernet
controllers and source code is pro-
vided. Please call Galil at 1-800-377-
6329 or link to www.galilmc.com/
products/software/softwaretools.
html#communication for more
information.

Galil’s Year 2001 catalog is hot-
off-the-press. At 120-pages, it details
Galil’s complete line of motion
control products and has been
updated to include the new E-Series
controllers. These controllers are
ideal for Ethernet-based distributed
motion control systems. The cata-
log includes a 20-page technical
reference on motion control. Call
1-800-377-6329 to request your free
catalog or link to www.galilmc.com/
products/catalog.html.

FREE Linux
Drivers Available
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Galil’s ever growing library of FREE motion con-
trol tutorials by Jacob Tal, president and founder of
Galil, are a great way to keep current about motion
control–from the convenience of your desktop com-
puter. All you need is a fast internet connection and
speakers to watch and listen to Jacob’s pre-recorded
presentations (each lasting approximately 20 minutes).
View the tutorials at http://www.galilmc.com/
support/library/tutorials.html. New tutorials are
added monthly, so check our website often.

WEB-TUTORIAL LIBRARY
(by category)

� Tuning Servo Systems

– “Tuning Servo Systems for Optimum Performance”
Adjustment of PID filter parameters for fast and 
stable performance of servo systems.

– “Advanced Tuning Methods”
Discussion about notch filter, low-pass filter and 
feedforward control techniques.

– “Dual Loop Compensation Methods”
Various methods of eliminating backlash are dis-
cussed including dual loop.

– “Optimal Design of Motion Control Systems”
Optimization of velocity profile, optimization of 
mechanical couplings and method for selecting 
best motor for minimum power dissipation.

� Ethernet Motion Control Systems

– “Distributed Control Systems”
Discussion of E-Series Ethernet-based distributed 
control systems for minimized wiring and effi-
cient communications.

– “Ethernet & Motion Control”
Learn about Ethernet and Modbus terminology, 
advantages, and special commands for motion
control.

� Software Tools

– “ActiveX Toolkit”
Introduction to Visual Basic and Galil’s ActiveX 
Toolkit. Examples shown for incorporating action
buttons and polling windows into Visual Basic 
form.

� Miscellaneous

– “Controller Upgrade Options”
Various upgrades are presented including absolute
and SSI encoder interfaces, backlash and lead
screw compensation, antifriction bias, two sets
of PID and more.

– “Connecting to Galil I/O”
Discussion about interfacing controller inputs
and outputs including optoisolated and TTL I/O. 

– “Overview of Galil Motion Control”
Presentation about the company and products.

FREE! Web-Tutorials On Motion Control

Receive ServoTrends by E-mail and Save a Tree!
For your convenience, Galil’s ServoTrends

newsletter is posted quarterly on our website
at www.galilmc.com/news/servo.html. For
2001, printed copies will be mailed annually
for the January issue only (this one!). If you
want to continue receiving ServoTrends on a
regular basis via email, please mail today the
enclosed reply card and list your email; or
go to www. galilmc.com and enter your email
address. It’s easy. Simply enter your email
address right on our home page and no other

information is required. Of course, we respect
the privacy of our customers and WILL NOT
distribute our email list. Galil also respects
your time and will not fill your email box with
useless information. You can expect to receive
quarterly emails with meaningful and helpful
product upgrade information, technical bul-
letins, web-tutorial notices and new product
announcements. Register today so you don’t
miss out on an easy way to stay current in
motion control.



Galil’s new ad campaign begins the Year 2001
with a series of messages that expound on the bene-
fits of Ethernet-based motion control. “Ethernet-
based systems are becoming more widely used for
two reasons,” says Jacob Tal, “The hardware needed
for faster data handling is now less expensive and
readily available, and the network requires fewer
wires than other types.”

With the introduction of the DMC-2100 two
years ago, Galil has been ahead of the game regard-

ing the Ethernet. Since then, Galil’s Ethernet line
has grown to include the DMC-1425, DMC-1415,
and DMC-1416; as well as the brand new E-Series
DMC-3425 distributed motion controller. With
Jacob’s seminars and tutorials on Ethernet-based
motion control systems, Galil is well poised to help
design engineers take advantage of the benefits of
this timely and powerful combination of technology. 

The Galil ads can be seen in upcoming issues 
of Design News, Machine Design and PT Design. 

Galil’s New Campaign Touts
Benefits of Ethernet-based Motion Control
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You can find postings of Galil’s pro-
duct revisions and obsolete products
at www.galilmc.com/support/library/
revision_info.html. The current listing
of obsolete products is shown here.
Call Galil at 800-377-6329 or consult

www.galilmc. com for help in select-
ing replacement products.

Product Revision and Obsolete Product Notice
Controllers

DMC-100
DMC-105
DMC-120
DMC-150
DMC-2x0 series
DMC200/201/205
DMC-300 series

DMC-420/430
DMC-400
DMC-500 series
DMC-7x0 series
SSV-800
PIC-850
MCC-3000

Accessories

ICB-930
ICB-933
ICB-960
DMM-900
AB-79100
AB-79200
AB-79400

AB-79600
DB-23010
PB-23020
DB-63010
AMP-70
EBB-905
PC-MATE



In the search for the ideal distributed
motion control system, the Ethernet
seems to offer a very good choice. First,
it offers the basic benefits of any distrib-
uted system–namely, reduced wiring
length. In addition, Ethernet-based com-
ponents are low cost due to their high
volume use.  Also, the open architecture
nature of the Ethernet makes it very
attractive.

There are, however, some doubts that
linger over the adequacy of the Ethernet
to motion control. The questions are
regarding the bandwidth and the non-
deterministic nature of the Ethernet. In
the following discussion, we will address
these points.

Bandwidth–The question here is
whether the Ethernet can handle the
required volume of communication.
To address this, consider a typical system
consisting of a host computer and four
two-axes controllers connected via a hub.
Suppose that the host sends each con-
troller a packet of data with 128 bytes
every 8 milliseconds, and that each con-
troller responds with such a packet. This
averages 1000 packets per second. Since
each packet is 128 bytes long, and each

byte equals 8 bits, the total amount of
bits per second transferred equals 1000 x
128 x 8 = 1,024,000 bps. This suggests
that a network speed of 10 Mbps will
lead to about 10% loading, whereas
100 Mbps will end up with 1% loading.
Other network requirements can be
analyzed by the same manner.

The second concern is regarding the
non-deterministic nature of the network.
If two devices happen to transmit at the
same time, they back off and wait a cer-
tain time before they attempt to transmit
again. The arbitration algorithm used by
the network is called “carrier sense multi-
ple access with collision detection”
(CSMA/CD). The question is regarding
the potential delay caused by such an
algorithm.

In “Making Ethernet Work in Real
Time”, Sensors Magazine, November
2000, Dr. Stan Schneider analyzes the
subject. The analysis results may be sum-
marized by the table shown below. (A
copy of this paper is available on Galil’s
website: www.galilmc.com/news/arti-
cles.html)

The table shows the predicted relia-
bility for a 5 yr. product life. The last

column shows the probability that the
network will run without incurring the
specified delay during the 5 yr. period.
Most applications can run comfortably
on a 100 Mb network. Many will work
on a 10 Mb net if a delay of 5 ms or so
is acceptable.

The table analyzes the probability
that all packets sent over a period of five
years will be delayed no more than the
deadline.

For example, if the network speed is
10 Mbps, and 1000 packets of 128 bytes
are sent every second, resulting in 10%
loading, the probability that all packets
sent over five years will arrive with a
delay smaller than 8 milliseconds is
about 96%, which is remarkable.

The table also shows the potential
improvement by going to a 100 Mbps
network.  A network with 1000 packets
of 128 bytes each will result in loading
of 1%.  In this case, the probability that
all packets pass with a maximum delay
of 0.5 milliseconds is 99.4%, which is
also quite remarkable.

In conclusion, there are very simple
tools that allow us to determine the net-
work bandwidth and the worst case delay.

Galil Offers Easy
Conversion to PCI from ISA

Because ISA bus slots have disap-
peared from many PCs, a mass conver-
sion from ISA bus products to PCI bus
products is underway. Galil provides an
easy, painless conversion to our DMC-
1800 PCI controller for our DMC-1700
ISA bus customers. The conversion is
quick and easy because the command
set and connectors are identical to the
DMC-1700. In addition, the DMC-
1800 Series is available in 1-8 axis for-
mats while the low-cost DMC-18x2
series is available in 1-4 axes. Complete
specifications for Galil’s PCI bus con-
trollers can be reviewed at www.galilmc-
com/products/optima/dmc1800.html
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Is Ethernet Suitable for Motion Control? by Jacob Tal

PERFORMANCE
Net Speed Packet Msg Deadline Life Cycle Network Probability
(Mbps) Size (bytes) Rate (max ms) (years) Loading of Success

100 128 1000 3 5 1% 1
100 128 1000 2 5 1% 0.99999983
100 128 1000 1 5 1% 0.99995591
100 128 1000 0.5 5 1% 0.99432787
100 1024 1000 2 5 8% 0.99991674
100 1024 1000 1 5 8% 0.97882959
100 1024 2000 1.5 5 16% 0.99874754
100 1518 2000 2 5 24% 0.99615729
100 1518 5000 2 5 61% 0.89125139
10 128 100 2 5 1% 0.96370139
10 128 250 2 5 3% 0.23984533
10 128 250 4 5 3% 0.97827393
10 128 500 4 5 5% 0.70837748
10 128 500 8 5 5% 0.99733087
10 128 1000 8 5 10% 0.95967719
10 1024 100 8 5 8% 0.99786252
10 1024 250 8 5 20% 0.92655956
10 1024 500 8 5 41% 0.35021843

The table shows the predicted reliability for a 5 yr. product life. The last column shows the probability that 
the network will run without incurring the specified delay during the 5 yr. period. Most applications can run
comfortably on a 100 Mb network. Many will work on a 10 Mb net if a delay of 5 ms or so is acceptable.


